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Pan American Games Track Team – 10 medals including 6 Gold       
Photo Credit: Canadian Cyclist



1.1 Introduction  
                            
The purpose of this report is to provide an overview of the past year from the Board and management perspectives. A 
summary of high performance, development and business development areas is provided as well as a comparative financial 
overview. The President & CEO have provided summaries of the major accomplishments of the year past. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS & COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
The organization is served by volunteers that provide oversight, leadership and expertise in many key areas. They are 
listed below to acknowledge their contribution and service to Cycling Canada. 
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Cycling Canada Board

John Tolkamp President Vancouver, BC

Bill Kinash Director Regina, SK

Chris Reid Director Gatineau, QC

David Cathcart Director Ottawa, ON

Hannah Parish Director Clarksburg, ON

Kevin Baldwin Director St. John’s, NF

Peter Lawless Director Victoria, BC

Stephanie Roorda NT Athlete Director Calgary, AB

High Performance Committee

Guy Vincent Chair

Andrew Iler Development Team Program 
Representative

Richard Wooles National Team Program 
Representative

Louis Barbeau AWAD Program 
Representative

Robbi Weldon National Team Athlete 
Representative

Jacques Landry CC High Performance 
Director – Head Coach

Officials’ Committee

Louise Lalonde Chair

Josée Bédard MTB Representative

Wayne Pomario Road & Track Representative

Jason Howard BMX Representative

Mathieu Boucher CC Performance Development Director

Events Committee

Andrew Paradowski Chair

Andy Holmwood Road & Track 
Representative

Adam Muys BMX Representative

Bruno Vachon MTB Representative

Mathieu Boucher CC Performance 
Development Director

Insurance Committee

Kevin Baldwin CC Board Member

Heather Lothian Alberta Cycling Association Executive Director

Kelly Murray Velo New Brunswick President

Jim Crosscombe Ontario Cycling Association CEO

Brett Stewart CC Director, Finance & Administration



1.2 President’s Message                                      By:  John Tolkamp, CC President 

Since our last conference there has been a high volume of 
activity associated with the Pan Am and Parapan Am 
Games and the many opportunities and challenges that 
surrounded those events.  You will recall that we had 
planned to have last year’s Annual Meeting in Milton 
coincide with the opening of the Mattamy National Cycling 
Centre velodrome.  Due to weather related construction 
delays, we weren’t able to hold our first event in the facility 
until January of this year.  The Pan Am test event included 
the 2014 Canadian Track Cycling Championships for Elite, 
Para and Masters and an international event, the Milton 
International Challenge.  This test event, and another test 
event at the Centennial Park BMX Supercross Track in 
Etobicoke set the scene for the Pan Am and Parapan Am 
Games. 

At those Games our athletes performed magnificently 
winning 20 medals in the Pan Ams (11 Gold / 4 Silver / 5 
Bronze) and 14 medals in the Parapan Ams (4 Gold / 4 
Silver / 6 Bronze).  Congratulations to our athletes, 
coaches and support staff for a great performance and 
one that has helped raise our profile heading into Rio 
2016.  I would like to especially acknowledge the 
additional efforts of our staff to assist the TO2015 
organizers with the field of play delivery of both the test 
events and the Games.  Their contributions were 
exceptional and added to their already busy season. 

The road community also raised concerns about Cycling 
Canada’s perceived focus on other cycling sports and 
Cycling Canada took the opportunity to bring key 
stakeholders together, listen and respond to strengthen 
our commitment to this key discipline.  We were pleased 
to see the cooperation of key partners in the plan, 
particularly the Hamilton Foundation, Global Relay’s Bridge 
the Gap program and trade team support from H&R Block, 
Silber Pro Cycling, Team Smartstop, Optum and Tibco 
towards the shared goals. 

Over the past year we have implemented the new By-laws 
as required by the Not-for-Profit Act including the hosting 

of our Annual Meeting business by conference call on 
September 29, 2015.  I would like to thank all those who 
stood for election and welcome Robin Porter to the Board 
of Directors and Arnold Boldt to the High Performance 
Committee.  David Cathcart, who has served on the Board 
for the past four years, decided not to run for another term 
for personal reasons.  I would like to thank David for his 
many contributions to Cycling Canada and am pleased 
that he has agreed to stay on with our Business 
Development Advisory Committee. 
 

In May of this year the Board finalized and communicated a 
new Anti-doping Rule Violation Policy to provide guidelines 
for how Cycling Canada deals with anti-doping rule 
violations in a manner consistent with our obligations 
under the Canadian Anti-doping Program (CADP) to 
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Jasmin Glaesser – PAN AM GAMES ROAD GOLD 
MEDALIST, 4th medal of the Games!  
Photo credit: Canadian Cyclist



which we are a signatory.  In addition to revising 
Participant Agreements and setting out Financial 
Consequences, the policy outlines how it meets its 
responsibilities under the CADP towards education, 
including the role played by provincial/territorial members.  
We have encouraged all affiliated member organizations to 
adopt a similar policy to strengthen the anti-doping 
position in their jurisdictions. 

At the UCI level we have continued to reinforce our 
position with four Canadians serving on Commissions and 
two former national/provincial staff members employed in 
significant positions within the international body.  The UCI 
is moving quickly to address the continuing challenges in 
the Men’s Professional realm while adding a Women’s 
World Tour beginning in March of 2016. They have also 
taken on the integration of BMX Freestyle Park which will 
be one of the components of a UCI Urban Cycling World 
Championship starting in 2017.  Current plans call for 
Trials and the Eliminator to be added to Freestyle Park to 
comprise this new urban event.  

On a personal level I have been confirmed as a member of 
both the UCI Ethics and Track commissions and am 
pleased to be able to use these appointments to improve 
the integrity of our sport and helping grow the sport of 
track cycling and insuring it aligns well within the context 
of non-European nations. 
The Board of Directors will begin the strategic planning for 
the period beyond the Rio 2016 Olympics shortly with the 
first order being to determine the process and timing and 

the methods of engaging our members and partners in this 
important task.  

I would like to welcome Ecoasis – Bear Mountain Resort 
(BMR) as a new sponsor of Cycling Canada and the 
official training centre for our cross county mountain bike 
program.  BMR is located in Langford, BC on Vancouver 
Island and is looking to become a destination for cycling, 
golf and tennis over the next years.  We look forward to 
working with them and taking advantage of the great 
facilities they have to offer. 

In closing I'd like to acknowledge the support of our Board, 
the Standing and Program Committees, the staff, and our 
provincial and territorial cycling association members.  We 
are grateful to our funding partners including the 
Government of Canada; Own the Podium, the Canadian 
Olympic Committee and the Canadian Paralympic 
Committee. 

I would also like to thank the Town of Milton for the warm 
welcome they have provided our National Team and the 
support of our activities at the Mattamy National Cycling 
Centre. 

Sincerely 

John Tolkamp 
President 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1.3 CEO’s Message                     By:  Greg Mathieu, Chief Executive Officer/Secretary General 

Since our last report to the members and participants the 
realization of some significant targets has occurred.  The 
goal of having a permanent indoor velodrome was realized 
in January of this year with the opening of the Mattamy 
National Cycling Centre which hosted the Canadian Track 
Championship and Milton International Challenge. In early 
June the BMX Supercross Track at Centennial Park in 
Etobicoke was opened with a BMX Canada Cup Series 
event that led into the Pan American Games. 

These facilities plus the significant upgrades at Hardwood 
Ski & Bike Park for Mountain Bike set the scene for 
Canada’s most successful ever Pan American Games and 
our cyclists were a big part of that success garnering 20 
medals including 11 gold.  Following the Pan American 
Games the Parapan Am Games brought thrills and 
excitement to Canadians across a range of sports with 
notable road and track cycling successes by our team. 

While infrastructure is a visible legacy of the Pan Am / 
Parapan Am Games there is also the legacy of sport 
enthusiasts and volunteers that worked with our staff and 
that of Toronto 2015 to deliver the sporting events of the 
Games.  We are already benefitting from this group of 
volunteers who signed to work at the 2015 Canadian 
Track Championships in October of this year.  The Pan Am 
/ Parapan Games experience was an important step in the 
growth of Cycling Canada as we forge further into the 
delivery of events that support our mission.  A number of 
our staff and Board members along with Ontario Cycling 
Association staff and Board members made significant 
contributions to the planning and execution of the Games 
and we are thankful to them for the role they played in what 
was the largest multi-sport event ever hosted in Canada. 
Our High Performance Director will provide an overview of 
our competitive success for the season that has been 
completed.  Certainly the plan executed for the Pan Am 
and Parapan Am Games will be examined and structured 
for the Rio 2016 Olympic Games effort where we expect 
to be very competitive in the majority of events on the 
respective programs.  The focus required in this period 
from now through the Rio 2016 Olympic and Paralympic 

Games is of the highest order.  Any podium potential 
athletes and teams must and will have optimal training 
environments to ensure they are prepared to compete with 
the best in the world next summer. 

By the time this report is published the Canadian Cycling 
Hall of Fame will have celebrated the induction of its first 
class of nine inductees.  The Hall of Fame will be 
permanently located in the Mattamy National Cycling 
Centre in Milton, Ontario with a Hall of Fame Wall that will 
have permanent plaques installed for each inductee.  The 
plans for the Hall of Fame include a significant display area 
for artifacts donated by Hall of Fame members over time 
that will allow for the showcase of our history.  In the next 
year we plan to have an interactive video display of the 
citations for each Hall of Fame member for public viewing. 

As a result of the necessary changes to our organization’s 
by-laws to comply with the new Canada Not-for-Profit Act 
the Annual Meeting was held via conference call in late 
September to deal with required business items including 
elections, approval of the audited financial statements and 
the appointment of the auditors for 2015-16.  Through the 
communication with the Interprovincial Council in advance 
of the meeting the Annual Meeting was fully attended by all 
members and was effective in dealing with the business.  
Thank you to all of our members for their attention to this 
important function. 

As a result of the Road Stakeholders Consultation process 
engaged in since the last Congress we added an 
additional staff member to assist with the heavy workload 
in the road and track program.  Jessika Grand Bois has 
taken on the road program support role.  Two staff 
members left in the past year and were replaced by Josh 
Peacock, Events Coordinator and Matthew Jeffries as the 
new Director of Marketing.   

This year has stretched our capacity like never before. I 
wish to thank the Board of Directors, Committee members 
and particularly our stellar staff for their contributions over 
the past year.   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1.4 Finance & Administration  By: Brett Stewart, Director Finance & Administration 

The overall financial picture for Cycling Canada continues 
to be solid. Annual funding from Sport Canada and Own 
the Podium remains stable with additional supplemental 
support tied to achieving athlete performance objectives 
and other High Performance initiatives. This trend will 
continue through the 2016-17 fiscal.   

New funding opportunities have started to emerge in the 
form of multi-partner agreements – largely in support of 
NextGen programs – fostering improved alignment 
between national and provincial funders and sport 
stakeholders. These agreements have already provided 
support for additional coaching positions, talent ID, and 
training and competition support. 

With completion of the velodrome facility in Milton, the 
national track program and coaching staff have a new 
home. The Mattamy National Cycling Centre facility 
represents a tremendous legacy of the 2015 Pan Am / 
Parapan Am Games and will be an important asset to 
cycling for the long term. While the velodrome makes 
possible significant opportunities for programing, athlete 
development and events, there are also new financial risks 
to assess and manage.  

The marketable visibility of cycling in Canada received a 
major boost benefiting from the Canadian Olympic 
Committee funded brand awareness campaign, which was 
launched in the spring with a very positive public response. 
As well, the hosting of the Pan / Parapan Am Games in 

Toronto this summer had cycling in the spotlight on the 
strength of the unprecedented medal production from both 
the Able Body and Para-cycling athletes.   

Over the past year, Cycling Canada, invested to advance 
several unfunded initiatives of importance such as:  the 
CCES anti-doping consultation, Road Stakeholder 
engagement, continued work on LTAD and related 
competition review, and additional staff resources. The 
investment was supported from the accumulated operating 
reserve and reflected in a planned deficit budget for the 
2014-15 fiscal.    

The National Insurance Program Continues to evolve in an 
ongoing effort to better manage exposure while at the 
same time addressing ever changing coverage needs. The 
improving loss history resulted in a premium reduction for 
2015. 2015 also marked the launch of two new “opt in” 
coverage options for members to further enhance the 
value to the insurance program as a membership benefit. 

Looking ahead, the financial position of Cycling Canada is 
expected to remain favourable for the foreseeable future 
ensuring the means to achieve the intended objectives. 

Illustrated on the accompanying page is a five year 
comparative summary of revenue and expense from 
audited financial statements and a Board approved budget 
projection for the current fiscal.  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FIVE YEAR COMPARISON - STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS

Budgeted
2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16

REVENUE
Sport Canada 956,500$     925,500$     1,203,390$  1,227,000$  1,228,000$ 
Own The Podium 2,437,137    3,063,100    3,226,335    3,474,024    3,392,250   
Canadian Olympic Committee 339,000       128,130       80,000        80,000        387,000     
Insurance recoveries 357,782       411,595       468,681       469,263       442,556     
Sponsorships 126,678       133,778       90,194        191,375       235,000     
International hosting 389,998       357,997       657,000       435,000       530,000     
Affiliation fees 226,357       227,516       228,949       227,016       232,980     
Athlete contributions 258,309       221,473       266,886       260,058       470,500     
Non-recurring contributions and other 197,343       279,671       234,655       561,023       338,250     
Donations 307,650       60,500        50,475        40,630        25,500       
Coaching Association of Canada 26,693        24,463        35,333        4,417          4,420         
Doping recovery 32,802        44,388        51,756        41,927        44,000       
Calendar fees 9,950          10,650        12,414        10,382        12,200       
Rider levies 4,059          2,496          4,656          4,866          5,150         

5,670,258    5,891,257    6,610,724    7,026,981    7,347,806   

EXPENDITURE
Senior National Team 2,211,978$  2,059,170$  2,069,537$  2,280,314$  2,738,055$ 
Salary and benefits - staff 771,519       810,062       1,004,951    1,047,140    911,507     
Salary and benefits - coaches 563,080       687,154       944,995       1,102,988    1,506,403   
Insurance 380,342       407,177       480,956       492,750       454,657     
International competitions 419,927       407,631       710,562       574,511       597,800     
Administation 337,898       410,398       417,447       447,108       279,278     
Official Languages (Administration) 16,531        20,665        17,064        17,000        17,000       
National team - other 276,698       333,952       352,912       404,736       125,000     
Meetings 124,596       201,410       105,270       106,844       143,050     
National competitions 79,168        79,926        102,106       102,392       119,000     
Leadership Development (Coaches, Officials & LTAD) 50,596        48,750        65,964        35,034        37,745       
Athlete Development / Stakehold subsidies & transfers 200,268       46,840        82,045        138,332       82,100       
Canbike - PHAC / Safe-Kids 16,819        43,372        8,696          1,994          7,120         
Sport Participation Development 19,697        -                 -                 -                 -                
Advertising and Promotion 160,672       183,105       125,380       324,316       342,380     

5,629,789    5,739,612    6,487,885    7,075,459    7,361,095   

Annual Surplus/(Deficit) 40,469$       151,645$     122,839$     (48,478)$      (13,289)$    
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1.5 High Performance Programs  By: Jacques Landry, High Performance Director – Head Coach 

Just like every other year these cycling seasons have come 
and gone so very fast with very little time to come up for 
air. However all the hard work in some regards was 
rewarded with our performances at the Pan Am and 
Parapan Am Games this summer where Cycling yielded a 
total of 20 medals at the Pan Am Games and a total of 14 
medals at the Parapan Am Games; placing our athletes on 
the podium in almost all events entered.  

While the Games in Toronto can be considered a great 
success for cycling, our teams and coaches also know that 
these Games pale in comparison with the ‘real’ Games in 
less than a year’s time. 

Outside of the performances at the Toronto Games, over 
the course of the normal season we’ve seen some 
performance peaks and valleys from our future Olympic 
stars.  

On the BMX side of the spectrum Tory found himself 
benched from competition in early December due to a 
crash resulting in a broken foot. He would only return to 
competition shortly before Zolder BEL worlds where he 
would finish 30th in awful racing conditions.  

Our Mountain Bike female dynamic duo rode a great 
season with podiums in World Cups, but the revelation of 
this season has been Raphael Gagné who through his 
World Cup performances has demonstrated that he is on a 
pathway to podiums within the next four years. 

On the boards our Women’s Team Pursuit flagship 
program did not disappoint at the World Cups and World 
Championships. As predicted though is the emergence of 
our sprint program. Thanks to the world leading facility, 

great coaching support and the presence of a catalyst for 
greatness in the person of Monique Sullivan our sprint 
program is now destined for success.  

The road season proved to be a good one for Canada with 
the likes of Mike Woods coming into his own and for 
Canada qualifying a maximum of road spots for road 
worlds. While the latter proved to be a success for many, 
the fact that we had qualified so many did stretch our 
resources even more than usual.  

On the para-cycling side of the spectrum our 
performances were satisfactory in the sense that we have 
reached a point where some are always going to medal in 
World Cups and World Championships, but, as is the 
case in many para-sports, we simply do not have enough 
athletes coming into the sport. Careful consideration now 
has to be made in order to now focus on our medal 
contenders for Rio.  

On the domestic side, among many other initiatives, we’ve 
been able to roll out and, in some cases redefine three 
NextGen programs that are designed to build our future 
international champions 5 to 8 years down the road.  

Now that the season is over (except for track) it is now a 
time to take stock in what we have and what we need to 
acquire as we head down the final straight to Olympic and 
Paralympic performances in Rio. We have the talent and 
the knowhow to convert that talent to medal performances 
but that is going to take all of coaches’ and HP staffs’ 
energies to be able to pull of the predicted performances 
next year that will seal our public funding levels for the 
years to come.  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1.6 Domestic Program Development    By: Mathieu Boucher, Performance Development Director 

This report will highlight areas and activities within the domestic department that have been the focus since the last Annual 
General Meeting in Milton. It is meant to be read as an overview rather than an exhaustive report. The Domestic Program 
Development portfolio targets the areas of events, officials, coaching, LTAD development and implementation, and 
participation development programs.  It is a broad mandate and one that touches each and every Provincial and Territorial 
cycling body.  

EVENTS 
Canada continues to play a strong leadership role in 
hosting international events and this year was highlighted 
by the presentation of the Pan Am / Parapan American 
Games. Our main focus since last AGM was to support 
the Games’ organization in the final planning and the 
execution of the Games including the delivery of the Track 
Cycling and BMX Test events. While the Games and the 
Tests Events were a major undertaking for our staff we also 
supported the presentation of the nine Canadian 
Championships events, hosted in three provinces, across 
all cycling sports. We are also engaged in the initial 
planning phase for the 2017 Canada Games in Winnipeg. 
We also delivered anti-doping education seminars, in 
collaboration with the CCES, at the Junior/Masters Road 
Championships as well as the Canadian BMX 
Championships.  

One critical area for me is our ability to work together to 
agree and implement minimum event standards that will 
not only be greatly beneficial from a risk management 
perspective but that will also allow us to offer safer and 
better events to our members. As an organization, we will 
also need to reflect on our role and objectives as an event 
organizer.   

OFFICIALS 
We continued to build our e-learning capacity, to 
standardize commissaires training and to develop online 
courses to facilitate the training of Provincial C 
commissaires across Canada. The Road and Mountain 
Bike provincial C commissaires course will be available 
next spring. We also piloted the standardized provincial “A” 
online exam which will be fully implemented by April 1st 
2016. 
 
We finalized the development and the implementation of 
the online Caravan Driver’s Course and adopted a rule for 
its mandatory completion for all caravan drivers.  As of 
today, 322 people have taken the course across 8 
provinces. 
 
The Official’s committee also supported the development 
of the Directeur Sportif course which was successfully 
piloted in September at the World Tour race in Montréal. 
The course will be available to the public in 2016. Cycling 
Canada and its provincial/territorial partners delivered two 
National level courses:  

- National MTB Course, March 2015, Calgary- 7 
participants 
- National Para Course, August 2015, Milton- 2 

participants 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COACHING 
Coaching Education – The main focus in 2015 was to 
continue to promote our coaching programs and work with 
the provinces to ensure that we are providing sufficient 
training opportunities for coaches that needed to complete 
their certification. We maintained our efforts to develop 
creative solutions, such as online courses, to increase 
accessibility to our coaching courses and expand other 
NCCP and non-NCPP coach development opportunities. 

We delivered the following training activities: 
- Delivered Two Competition Development workshops 

– Toronto, Vancouver. 
- Delivered the first introduction to competition online 

module. 
- Delivered Five webinars open to all coaches. 
- Conducted 9 Competition Dev practical 

assessments at National / International domestic 
events 

 
While we made significant progress in the past few years 
we are working on coaching initiatives to reduce gaps that 
were identified in our coach education program: 

- Club coaches and development coaches we need 
to: Increase the pool of coaches engaged in 
professional development activities (webinar, 
workshop, camps) and strengthen engagement 
between the coaches and the national development 
programs by (a) creating an active network of 
development coaches (b) creating an annual 
opportunity for coaches to participate in up-skilling 
camps which will focus on practical coaching and 
teaching techniques. 
- High performance development coaches we need 

to: (a) develop and implement standards to identify 
talented coaches (b) develop a mentoring program 
for national team coaches but also for a select group 
of identified coaches across the country. 

LTAD & COMPETITION REVIEW 
Our main target this year was to continue our progress 
with the Competition Review Process. We are also looking 
at how we could better support clubs across the country 
that are truly engaged in athlete development. 
As you know, a Competition Review for track cycling was 
performed in 2014. Situations were evaluated, objectives 
were formulated and a list of recommendations and 
actions were submitted to improve the competition system 
and have it serve our athletes’ development in the most 
efficient way. It was decided to implement the 
recommendations over a two year period based on the 
impact of these recommendations on athlete development 
and on the level of support we had for each of the 
recommendations. We are now working on the 
implementation of the second wave of recommendations –
Eastern/Western Challenge for U15/U17/U19, distinct 
U17/U19 & Elite/Master/Para Canadian Championships 
and the review of the racing program for U15/U17/U19. 

Road Competition Review- We also initiated the Road 
Competition review process. A survey was developed and 
circulated to the P/TSOs allowing us to gather addition 
information on the current road competition structure 
within each of the jurisdiction. We created a Leadership 
Team (LT) composed of a small group of experts who will 
study our current sport system and developed 
recommendations that will be presented to an advisory 
group for feedback.   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1.7 Marketing               By: Matthew Jeffries, Director of Marketing 

With a major multi-sport games on home soil in 2015 it 
was certainly a year of opportunity for cycling to take 
centre stage and increase its prominence and profile 
within the Canadian sport landscape. As we reflect back 
on our performance in the marketing area in 2015 it is 
important to do so in the context of the key focuses and 
objectives that were established last year at this time: 

1. Increase brand awareness among cyclists 
2. Inspire Canadians to get involved with Cycling Canada 
3. Confirm 2 major sponsors and 4 supplier partnerships 
4. Service current sponsors and keep them engaged  

The first two of these Objectives were targeted through 
Cycling Canada’s most notable and high profile marketing 
initiative of 2015; the “Hop On” campaign. Developed in 
partnership with Toronto-based ad agency Innocean 
Canada and made possible through NSF enhancement 
funding from the Canadian Olympic Committee, the 

campaign launched in the spring of 2015 with the primary 
objective of building awareness for our organization, 
enhancing our brand and inspiring Canadians to engage 
themselves through our sport. As it pertains to Objective 
#1, the campaign was indeed a success, with Cycling 
Canada ads featured regularly across a broad spectrum of 
media platforms through the spring and summer months. A 
sample of the branding/creative as well as a brief summary 
of the campaign’s media reach is outlined in the table 
below. We are incredibly grateful to our partners at 
Innocean, the COC and the various other agencies and 
media providers that made this campaign a reality. As we 
move forward we will look to leverage the awareness and 
brand momentum generated to-date to deliver tangible 
returns (member/audience growth and revenue generation) 
for our organization and our key stakeholders.  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Campaign Hop On Canada
Campaign Timeline April through August

Reach Summary

Media Platforms Media Value

TV Sportsnet, TVA, Shaw $100,000
Online / Search Various, Google $130,000
Newspaper 24hrs, La Presse $55,000
Magazine Pedal, Macleans, Fashion $75,000
OOH Zoom Media (fitness centres) $80,000
Total $440,000

Hop On Website: 15k sessions, 31k pg views, 13k users

! ! !



On the Business Development front (Objective #3) we 
were pleased to formally welcome two new partners to the 
Cycling Canada family in 2015. A long-term partnership 
with Bear Mountain Resort in Langford, BC, was finalized 
in January of 2015. This partnership will deliver vital 
support to our cross-country mountain bike program over 
the next 3 years, with Bear Mountain to become an official 
high performance training centre for our athletes in this 
discipline. In March we formalized our relationship with 
Alphamantis, a Montreal-based world leader in 
aerodynamic testing. Alphamantis will continue to work 
hand-in-hand with our integrated support team as we 
strive to equip our athletes and teams with every possible 
technological advantage on the road to Rio. We thank 
Bear Mountain and Alphamantis for their collaboration and 
generous support and look forward to working with them 
both over the years to come. 

The addition of these new sponsors, along with the 
continued roll-out of our comprehensive partnership with 
Global Relay has helped to drive a 50% projected 
increase in cash sponsorship revenue for Cycling Canada 
in 2015/16. This year also marks a 5-year high and our 
third consecutive year of growth in total private source 
revenue, as depicted in the graph to the right. As we 

continue to develop our portfolio of corporate partnerships 
the importance of servicing and relationship management 
(Objective #4) only intensifies. Critical to our long-term 
success in marketing and business development will be 
the allocation of additional resources to this area in 2016 
and beyond. 

Revenue in other key private source categories (value-
added VIK, donation and fundraising revenue, 
merchandising) remained flat against 2014/15 levels and 
continues to represent an area of opportunity for Cycling  

Canada as it relates to long-term funding growth and 
diversification. Our joint fundraising campaign in 
collaboration with the Canadian Olympic Foundation 
remains in the development phase, with launch targeted 
for early-to-mid 2016. 

Once again we would like to thank all the key partners, 
sponsors and suppliers who supported our programs and 
events in 2015. Core focuses as we move into 2016 will 
be management and servicing these important partners, 
continued revenue growth and diversification, and 
investment of resources into developing and enhancing 
our marketing and communications platforms. 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1.8 2015 Performances     (Note: TT =Time Trial,  RR =Road Race) 

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 

• Shelley Gautier 1st (Road WT1 TT) 
• Robbi Weldon / Audrey Lemieux 2nd (Track WB – TT) 

WORLD CUPS 

• Shelley Gautier 1st (WT1 TT), 1st (WT1 RR) – Pietermaritzburg, RSA 
• Shelley Gautier 1st (WT1 RR), 2nd (WT1 TT) – Yverdon-les-Bains, SUI 
• Nicole Clermont 2nd (WC5 TT), 2nd (WC4 TT) – Pietermaritzburg & Yverdon-les-Bains 
• Nicole Clermont 3rd (WC5 RR, 3rd (WC5 RR) – Pietermaritzburg & Yverdon-les-Bains 
• Robbi Weldon / Audrey Lemieux 3rd (WB TT) – Pietermaritzburg, RSA 
• Marie-Claude Molnar – 3rd (WC4 TT), 3rd (WC4 TT) – Pietermaritzburg & Yverdon-les-Bains 
• Charles Moreau – 3rd (MHC3 TT) – Maniago, ITA 

PARAPAN AMERICAN GAMES 

• Chalifour - Cloutier – Gold x3  (Track MB ITT & IP / Road MB ITT), Silver (MB RR) 
• Mark Ledo - Gold (H3-5 RR) 
• Weldon / Lemieux – Silver (WB TT) 
• Shelley Gautier – Silver (WT1 TT) 
• Mike Sametz – Silver (MC1-3 IP) 
• Ryan / Caron – Bronze (WB – TT) 
• Charles Moreau – Bronze (MH3 – RR)  

& Bronze (MH3 – TT) 
• Nicole Clermont – Bronze (WC5 – RR) 
• Robert Labbe – Bronze (MH2 – RR) 
• Louis-Albert Corriveau-Jolin – Bronze  

(MT2 – RR) 

  

 

PARACYCLING     
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Cloutier & Chalifour win second of three Gold Medals at 
Parapan Am Games! Photo Credit: Canadian Cyclist



 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 

• Karol-Ann Canuel 1st  (TTT – Velocio – SRAM) 
• Svein Tuft (2nd TTT – Orica Greenedge) 
• Nation Ranking 14th  

PAN AMERICAN GAMES 

• Hugo Houle - Gold (ITT) 
• Jasmin Glaesser - Gold (RR), Silver (ITT) 
• Guillaume Boivin – Bronze (RR) 
• Sean MacKinnon – Bronze (TT) 
• Allison Beveridge – Bronze (RR) 

  

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 

• Women’s Team Pursuit – Bronze Medal 
• Allison Beveridge – Bronze Medal (Scratch Race) 
• Monique Sullivan – 4th (Keirin) 

WORLD CUPS 

• Monique Sullivan – 4th (Keirin) 
• Women’s Team Pursuit – Silver, Guadalajara 

WC#1 
• Women’s Team Pursuit – Bronze, London WC#2 
• Monique Sullivan – 8th (Keirin) Cali WC#3 
• Hugo Barrette – 8th (Keirin) Guadalajara WC#1

  

PAN AMERICAN GAMES 

• Women’s Team Sprint (Sullivan / O’Brien) - GOLD 
• Monique Sullivan - GOLD (Keirin), GOLD (Sprint) 
• Kate O’Brien – SILVER Sprint 
• Men’s Team Sprint (Barrette / Veloce / Carey) – 

GOLD 
• Hugo Barrette – GOLD (Sprint), BRONZE (Keirin) 
• Women’s Team Pursuit (Beveridge / Glaesser / 

Brown / Lay) – GOLD (photo below) 
• Jasmin Glaesser – SILVER (Omnium) 
• Men’s Team Pursuit – BRONZE (Jamieson / 

Pelletier-Roy / MacKinnon / Johnstone / Veal) 

PAN AMERICAN CHAMPIONSHIPS 

      • Sixteen (16) medals (3 Gold / 7 Silver / 6 Bronze) 

   
                                                                                                    
 

ROAD     

TRACK     
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Hugo Houle (Gold) / Sean MacKinnon (Bronze) Pan Am 
Men’s ITT. Photo Credit: Canadian Cyclist

Photo Credit: Canadian Cyclist



CROSS-COUNTRY 

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 

• Catherine Pendrel 5th (Elite Women) 
• Emily Batty 7th (Elite Women) 
• Raphael Gagne 18th (Elite Men) 

WORLD CUPS 

• Catharine Pendrel,  2nd  (Mt St Anne),  
3rd (Albstadt & Lenzerheide)  

• Raphael Gagne, 6th (Windham) 

PAN AMERICAN CHAMPIONSHIPS 

• Sandra Walter 5th (Elite Women) 
• Derek Zandstra 5th (Elite Men) 

PAN AMERICAN GAMES 

• Emily Batty GOLD 
• Raphael Gagne GOLD 
• Catherine Pendrel SILVER 

DOWNHILL 

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 

• Mark Wallace 12th  
• Miranda Miller 8th 

 

  

 

WORLD CUP 

• Tory Nyhaug 2nd UCI Rock Hill World Cup 

PAN AMERICAN GAMES 

• Tory Nyhaug GOLD (photo below) 

 

MOUNTAIN BIKE     

BMX     
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Photo Credit: Canadian Cyclist



THANK YOU TO OUR PARTNERS


